
went to the historical society in Cottonwood and looked at the relics: a large piece
of the red fabric, a chunk of propeller, the pilot’s Indian-head insignia pin, the
cockpit nameplate, a piece of seat belt. I read the newspaper accounts; columnist

“Peggy of the Flint Hills” wrote a week after the crash: If
Knute Rockne’s pockets contained all the articles which local
souvenir fans claim to have removed from them, it must have
been that extra weight which brought down the plane. An
article four years later carried this headline: GOLD TOOTH

IS FOUND ON SITE OF ROCKNE CRASH—VALUE $7. I read a 1942 story:
MISSING ROCKNE PLANE TIRE TURNS UP AS SCRAP RUBBER. I talked with a
half-dozen people who had been at the scene right after the
accident and others who had visited it only years later; I saw

On March 31, 1931, Knute Rockne (n‚t räk’né), a famous
football coach and former college football star, died in a
plane that lost a wing and crashed between the towns of
Cottonwood and Bazaar, Kansas. As Capt. Robert Fry flew
the plane in murky weather, Jess Mathias, the copilot of
the plane (a Fokker F-10A, with the call sign 99E, or
“Niner-Niner-Easy”), received a radio call asking, “Do you
think you’ll make it? . . . Can you get through?” Mathias’s
reply, “Don’t know yet, don’t know yet!” was the last
transmission from the plane. In the following excerpt,
“Regarding Fokker Niner-Niner-Easy,” William Least
Heat-Moon reports on his own investigation of what
happened in the moments just before the plane crashed.
As you read, jot down answers to the numbered analysis
questions.
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I
1. From what kinds of
sources did the writer
get the information for
this paragraph?

2. Does the writer seem
to think information
from these sources is
true? Why or why not?
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In all my looking, I couldn’t find what actually happened to Fokker 99E while it
was struggling above old route 13, what had caused the wing to break off. Then one
day I came across something called “Report on the Crash of
Fokker F-10A Transport Near Bazaar, Kansas.” It contained
excerpts from records held at Wright-Patterson Field near
Dayton, Ohio. At the top of page one in parentheses this:
“Formerly Classified Secret.” Within, hidden among all the
official words, were things I hadn’t heard or read anywhere else, bits and pieces
scattered about like debris from the crash itself.

Fragment one: At ten-forty on the morning of the
accident, the wife of E. S. Chartier, an Emporia weather
observer for the government airmail service, recorded a rapid
drop in atmospheric pressure, and she looked out to see in
the southwest, toward Bazaar, a dark cloud with a short
pendant nearly in a funnel shape; although the sun was
shining elsewhere, the cloud appeared to be an isolated weather cell called an upper-air
tornado.

Fragment two: A week after the disaster, the supervising aeronautical inspector for
the Department of Commerce, Leonard Jurden, wrote a confidential letter to the federal
director of air regulation, saying he had definite confirmation from pilots (most of
whom insisted on anonymity) that the F-10 series planes, particularly the long-winged
job, do set up a decided flutter in the wing when the normal cruising speed is slightly
increased and bumpy air encountered. One pilot told the inspector the flutter was so
rapid wing tips would move up and down as much as eight inches and keep increasing
if not corrected by pulling the nose up and throttling back; he said all TWA pilots knew
about the problem but never discussed it because they were afraid of being fired or
blacklisted. After examining the wing of 99E, he said that it had broken at the very
center of the flexing; soon afterward the same flier brought in a nonpilot who had also
observed the flutter in a Fokker wing, and, on one occasion after a severe jolt from
turbulence, saw the plywood skin on the underwing actually open up. Another TWA

in one home a wastebasket made from a piece of the Fokker rudder, and everywhere I
heard as many tales as truths: So-and-so carried off the coach’s head in a basket, and
They tied a rope around Rockne’s waist to pull him from the ground with a team of
horses, and What’s-his-name years later found a human jawbone with two teeth out
there. . . .

4. Why do you think the
writer refers to the
information from
different sources in the
report as “fragments”?

3. What specific
question does the
writer seem to have set
out to answer?
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pilot told Jurden his instructor would never allow an F-10 to exceed the cruising speed,
being afraid of the roof coming off. Several fliers said they didn’t know a Fokker pilot
who wasn’t afraid of the ship. . . . 

Fragment four: A few months before 99E went down,
an aircraft inspector complained about the difficulty of
periodically examining the internal structure of F-10 wings,
sealed up as they were, but Gilbert Budwig, director of air
regulation, told him he saw no need for worry as long as the
plywood skin stayed glued to the internal trussing. . . . 

Fragment seven: Jurden wrote in another letter, The
wing broke off upwards, under compression. Examination of these [wing] parts showed
that in the upper and lower laminated portions of the box spars, some places the glued
joints broke loose very clean, showing no cohesion of the pieces of wood. Other places
showed that the glue-joints were satisfactory. Two pieces [revealed] definite
compression breaks as well as poor gluing.

And this last fragment: federal inspectors, after stripping off the skin of one F-10
wing, discovered moisture accumulating in the interior had caused deterioration of the
glue, materially decreasing the strength of the wing, since this type construction is to a
great extent dependent on glue.

Now: Assembling the shards of what happened after
those desperate last words, Don’t know yet, don’t know yet!
Following Paul Johnson’s mail plane, Captain Fry heads
northwest, ninety degrees off course, in search of a way out
of the murk and light rain icing the wings and beginning to
shut down his instruments and radio, everything happening
rapidly; the trimotor catches the tailings of the cyclonic
cloud, and the laden plywood wings begin to vibrate, the stress on the spar immense;
the cabin fabric shudders terribly, and port-side passengers watch the wing tip flutter
ever farther and faster until it appears to be flapping, and their terror—that fear of the
novice air traveler of a wing falling off—is unspeakable: and then a loud, shattering
report, and half the left wing is gone, severed as squarely as if this black mayhem of a
cloud concealed massive shears: the plane turns over violently: cries of the helpless
men, engines going silent, the hiss of the wind, the ship turning over again: upside
down, the five-hundred-foot plunge begun, Niner-Niner-Easy falls into the prairie snow.
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6. Which details in the
last paragraph come
from the writer’s
investigation? Which
come from his
imagination?

5. What is the
relationship between
the details in fragment
two and the information
contained in fragment
four?
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